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About This Game

[Story]
With the development of science and technology,

a kind of robot slave is invented by humans. But one day,
the robots have started to fight for

their own nation with self consciousness after their cores are awaken.
But Yuka, an awaken robot, has decided to help humans terminate the robots' rebellion.

[About This Game]
This is a 2D Action Game with the following levels of difficulty:
Standard: Even those that are not used to action games can enjoy.

Advance: Intermediate Level.
Expert: Expert Level.

No Future: For the best of the best.

* Clothing has a durability parameter. Once it reaches 0, it will be broken.

* There are 8 usable characters, They each have their own individual battle styles.

* Develop your base, strengthen your machine, gain skills, improve your special attacks,
explore random dungeons and other such replayability full elements.

* KAKIN Point System: You can use these points to unlocked features like "Unlimited Revives"
but you don't actually have to KAKIN (pay additional money)

(It's like a in game meta referring to out of game KAKIN style, pay to win play.)

[System]
* 8 usable characters (including YUKA). The characters in the main sample image.

Yuka / Rurumu / LittleSnow / W'SYS / Nashi / Forest / Jilelen /Rusu
Each with different kinds of weapons and play styles.

* Special Attack / Enhancement System.
When you defeat bosses you will receive Battle Chips that can be used to

gain new Special Abilities. Gain experience during battle to enhance.

[Voice Acting]
Yuka: Ritsuka Mizutani

Rurumu SatouShio
LittleSnow: Mimi Mikami
W'SYS: Ritsuka Mizutani
Nashi: Ritsuka Mizutani

Forest: SatouShio
Jilelen: Mimi Mikami

Rusu: Keito Tsuzuki / Ritsuka Mizutani
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Furamu: Ritsuka Mizutani

Confirm system compatibility via the trial version.

==
History

==
2018/10/10 Ver1.01 Bug Fix

And we have something in our blog:
https://celusisstudio.blogspot.com/
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core awaken the yuka

Its fun but very easy! I think it would help if ships where lost completely once destroyed but, to balance it out so it won´t get too
hard because of that you should get much more money for destroying enemies and finishing missions.

That way it would feel like you realy lost something when one of your ships sinks...

I didn´t realy play much (only 4.5 hrs so far) but already I have 2 Carriers and 1 Battleship in my fleet... if I was able to loose
ships if they get blown up I would not be so far in such a short time.

Still I recommend this game because it is fun and uniqe and I realy hope there will be a mod or update that allows you to only
play 1 ship wich you have to select from your fleet and every other ship will be manned by different AI captains who can get
better or worse with rank etc. and also have individual ranks to realy make this game realistic. I don´t like the "hopping from
ship to ship" system that is in right now it will cause many mistakes on your part and fleets usually arent commanded by one
person micromanaging every ship.... so just give me controll of 1 ship and a 1st person perspective while you make the ai of the
other ships in the fleet smarter and I will be your biggest fan forever! :D. There is no legit reason this shouldn't be in your
library.. Very Good,
great graphics and fun puzzles.
100% recommend.... The best video game of them all!. Bought this game today to add to the couch games collection I have been
building up, since it's so hard to find good couch games nowadays, and it makes a great addition to the collection. It has to be
said that while this game looks cute and innocent it WILL have you clawing at the faces of anyone you play with, and is actually
pretty difficult (at least with 2 people I have no idea if you can even play with more than that). The challenge mode is basically
like Overcooked's normal campaign, which is another similar game on Steam. I would recommend Overcooked over this game
if you are only in it for the challenges, as it's just the same as this but more in depth challenges. If you would prefer the buying
upgrades and actually running a restaurant type gameplay then this game is probably more your style.

So in the end I would say I give this game a solid 8/10 for fun but I think the type of game that it is really serves to be played
with other people, I would not recommend buying if you only have one controller or no one to play with.. If you have a severe
hatred of animated meatballs, and want to take them out Super Metroid style. This is your kinda game. Just don't step on the
spikes okay?. not worth the time or the money! i am very disapointed and so happy they came out with a remastered cod. ONLY
spend the $100 for the new remastered cod, other then that you are in for a disapointment trust. :(
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Occasionally, you stumble across something special.

 Beautiful stylised art.

 Walking Simulator, except good.

 Exceptional voice acting. Very believable characters.

 Expertly written. A good mystery keeps you guessing.

 A realistic imagining on what it's like to be a fire lookout. Seeing the world through another's eyes is at the heart of
what storytelling is.. Uninteresting puzzles. Simple graphics. Very short.

I feel bad saying this, but it's really not worth the asking price. Something more in the range of $0 to $3 would be more
appropriate.. This add-on is nowhere as bad as other peoples seems to imply. It is however grossly overpriced, like all
DT DLCs. Grab it when on sale at 50% and you shouldn't be disappointed.
It requires some skill to drive properly, as the engine has a tendency to wheel-slip more easily than other engines, when
the reverser is not handled with enough care. Some are complaining that its difficult to keep pressure in the boiler at
higher speeds, but again, careful use of the regulator and reverser is needed.
I hesitated to buy this add-on as it has received mostly negative reviews, but I don't regret my purchase. As long as you're
aware that this is an old DLC, with an old reused sound set, and lacks all the features of a more recent and more
advanced one, and as long as you buy it at reduced price, you should find it to be OK.. It feels like I'm playing the
original classic series of Euro Truck Simulator (ETS).
But nope this game still can't beat the old classic ETS.
It got no truck selection, no song, no profit management, and no job selection.
Just plain move from point A to point B to finish a job.

And the price is more expensive than ETS itself.
It's better that you buy ETS, you will enjoy that game more than this one.. This game isn't as bad as the other reviewers
make it out to be. It's actually a fair bit of fun :) Well worth the $5 it costs (I got it for $1.69 on a sale yesterday, though
I played the retail CD version prior). Graphically it won't blow you away, but the animations and music are very nicely
done and it's a decent hunting game. Overall, I think it's good!. This game is aimed at multiplayer, but can level up your
character and unlock new stuff by playing against BOTs (who are pretty satisfying to beat, IMO).

At $5, I'd say this game is more than worth it in it's current state. (And it'll definitely have you breathing hard after a few
rounds!). Cool game!
Played it while on my exercisebike and got quite a good pump going. encounters script error when running with fritz 14..
i downloaded the free chessbase reader 2017 and it run smoothly. honesly, this game is freaking amazing. very cathartic
to just work these puzzles out. and the difficulty ramp-up with cool mechanics was awesome. thanks for this game,
whoever made this.. Cost too much for too little content. It should be a 2 or 3 dollar game at this point. Especially
compared to competitors.

New patch available (1.0.3):
Version 1.0.3 contains a graphical update with a higher-fidelity game world.
It also contains BETA support for controllers/gamepads.

Please use the Steam discussion forum or contact us via support@newstargames.com or "New Star Soccer" on Facebook
to let us know how we can improve the game's controller support.

PLEASE NOTE: Controller support is currently only available for users who are playing using the English language
option. Controller support for other languages will follow in a future update.. New patch available (1.0.1):
Just one fix for this patch. Should be a fix for the plain screen on boot. If you are still having problems, please let us
know.. New Star Manager New patch available (1.1.0):
Version 1.1.0 adds BETA controller support for players using all language options.
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Version 1.1.0 also contains a fix for users of Radeon graphics cards who were encountering missing graphics (white
screens).
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